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INTELQUCTIOK

The probler of the soul is and has been of the greatest 

i portance in ’’hilose-- by, fan does not want to f ce death 

with the thought th t his body placed in a to b will becore 

a feast for worms, or that after a short ire the bare skull 

which was once borne so proudly or th t the dis e bored limbs

hi eh once obeyed the orders of his will are now just matter 

and the end, kn rather thinks in ter s of i: mortality 

knowinm that he ust die, but knowing that death i.s only the 

beginning of a higher life for hi- , This dissertation will 

endeavor to show what the different philosophers had to say 

reg rding the soul, end that philoso ical speculation on
r*

the ratter was brought to a wonderful culmination in phi

losophy of St, Tho as Aouinas,

Let us witness philosophy arriving at the concept of 

the soul as:

The ulti ate principle by which we think, feel, 
and will, and by uhr'ch our bodies,are ani ated.
The term « ind!f usually denotes this principle 
as the subject of our conscious states, while 
"soul" denotes the source of our vegetative
ctiviti.es as m-ell, *

❖ "f'iclimei 1 aher-Joseph Toland , tholic mcyclooe i ,
Robert Appleton Co p- ny, 1112, Vol. li/, 3-157

ctiviti.es
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CHAPTER I

Greek Philosophy

It was a positive doctrine of Pythagoreanism that 
man has a soul, and that his soul is a nurher. It 
Is a principle of notion in man; nay, ore; it is 
a principle of notion in anything, and an thing 
that can move has a soul, Ian’s soul is ir- risoned 
in the body by reason of so e sin. The soul ust 
purify itself fro?: sin by v'rtuous living, else it 
will pass, after death, into another body (: eto-' 
psychosis or transmigration) and then into another 
and another, until purification is achieved or 
found utterly iw osaible of Achievement. The 
hopelessly vile soul will be banished to Tartarus, 
while purified souls will enter a world of happi
ness, where they will continue to live without 
being rejoined to their bodies, (1)

The Pythagorean school of thought .•■as a for rard step 

in the development of philosophical speculation, and the 

doctrine which they applied to the soul of an shows that 

this pre-3ocratic school of thought ade notable contri

butions to the schools of thought which were to come after 

it. The Pythagoreans were influenced in their ete: psy

chosis or trans -igration of the soul by the Vedic p' iloso- 

phy of the ancient Hindus,

(l) Paul' J. fctlenn,1 The History of Philosophy, Gt, Louis,
13. He's "or VooV Co pariy, r 'V , 45
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The next school of philosophical thought to be treated

is the later Ionian philosophers of which Heraclitus,

Empedocles, and Anaxagoras are the most important.

The body is of itself rigid and lifeless, an 
object of aversion when the soul has departed 
from it. The soul, on the other hand, is di
vine fire preserved In its purest form. If 
the soul Is quenched by moisture, reason is 
lost. Like everything else in nature, the 
soul is constantly changing. It is fed by 
fire, or warm matter, which enters as breath 
or is received through the senses. (2)

Heraclitus had a good Idea of the soul in that he spoke

of the body as being rigid and lifeless after the soul had

left the body. Of this idea it could be said that Heraclitus

recognized the soul as the vital principle of the body.

Kan has a soul as well as a body; but R pedocles 
draws no nice distinction between these two es
sential parts; each seems to be composed of the 
elements. When a man dies, his soul breaks up 
into molecules, and then these reassemble to fora 
a new soul for a new organism, (3)

Although recognizing the existence of a soul, Bmpedocles 

considered it as a part of the body which would disintegrate 

after death to take a new fora.

"The faculty of true knowledge is Nous, the principle 

of understanding, which is also an intrinsic psychic princi

ple- the soul." (A)

(2j WilTiam Turner, ophy. Boston, Ginn

Glenn, 0 
Turner,*^



I*

Anaxagoras in giving to the world his principle of 

the Nous for the first tine Introduced into philosophy

the idea of the supersensible. He was later lauded by*
Aristotle who described him as like a sober roan standing 

out from the crowd of random talkers who preceded him. 

"Anaxagoras roust be credited with the introduction into 

Greek philosophy of a principle possessed of the greatest 

importance, that was to bear splendid fruit in the future. 

(5)

Now will be treated the roost materialistic of the

pre-Socratic schools of thought, the Atomist school of

which Democritus was the ost important. For the Atomists

the soul was corporeal.

tian’s soul is made of the ore subtle atoms. 
These are spherical in shape, and permeate 
the body, penetrating everywhere, and causing 
it to live. When the 3oul-atoros leave the 
body, death results. The respiratory duct is 
the only channel through which the soul-atoms 
can leave the body, and as long as this is 
blocked by the passage of air as it *8 in 
breathing the soul-atoms cannot depart. 
Therefore, a roan lives as long as he can 
breathe. Brutes and plants, as well as an, 
have souls. (6)

It is not diff’cult to see why the Atoroists were 

called the roost materialistic of the pre-Socratic schools 

of thought.

{5) Frederick doploston, S. J., A History of Philosophy.
Westroinster, The Newman 
Press, 19M, 71

(6) Glenn, Op. cit., 59
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Although they did have the idea of the soul being the vital 

principle of the body by explaining that when the soul-atoms 

leave the body the result is death, they did not have a clear
?•

idea of the soul as the all-permeating principle of the body. 

They tried to explain the workings of the soul on a purely 

materialistic basis.

Next will be treated the age of Socrates and the 3o-

cratlc schools, Socrates left no writings, but in Plato’s

Phaedo there is proof that Socrates did believe in the iramor-

t lity of the soul when speaking to his friend, Simmies be*

fore he was to be executed he said,

"We believe, do we not, that death is the sepa- - 
ration of the soul from the body, and that the 
state of being dead is the state in which the 
body is separated from the soul and exists alone 
by itself and the soul is separated from the body 
and exists alone by Itself? Is death anything 
other than this?” "No, it is this." (7)

In another part of the Phaedo speaking to his friend, 

Gebes Socrates gave the following argument for the Immor

tality of the soul:

"Then see, Cebes, if this is not the conclusion 
from all. that we have said, that the soul is 
most like the divine fire being i ; mortal and 
intellectual and uniform and indissoluble and 
ever unchanging, and the body, on the contrary, 
most like the hu an and mortal and multiform and
unintellectual and dissoluble and ever changing. (#)*

(71 Bar old North Wwler. Plato. Ifew York, G. P. Putnam’s 
sSHf; mckxxviii, 223

(S) Ibid., 279
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Next will bo treated one of the truly great en of

Greek philosophy and of all ti e in the person of Plato,

Plato t ught the 1 ortality of the soul.

Inn’s soul is the 1 - ediate product of God’s 
action, and the subordinate powers had no part 
in its ''king. The soul is spiritual, rational, 
self moving, irn-rtal. On account of sin, souls 
were joined with bodies, and reside in the- as 
••pi sons. The spiritual sul is the thinking 
principle in wan. Hopelessly vile souls will he 
banished, to a place of tor ents; purified souls 
will join the souls of the just in the heavenly 
st te. (9)

This was a wonderful discourse to be given by a an 

who was pag n philosopher. Plato recognized in the soul 

the vital principle in nan which determines his every actio, 

even the life of . an being dependent upon the soul in the 

body. As can be seen Plato reco-nized that the soul came 

f ro' God. Someti es Pl to spe--ks of three souls in man, 

but it is not clear whether he e: nt th t there were three 

souls in an or whether there were three different f cjxlti.es 

of the soul. 15? Pl to meant that the soul had part® h then 

weakened his doctrine of the lx ortality of the soul the 

soul being an inertended substance has no' parts outside of 

parts.

Sow vf 11 be treated the ost fa ous of all the Greek 

philosophers nd oven one of the greatest of all tire in 

the person of Aristotle, Tl e .great philosopher of the 13th 

century, 3t. The is of A ruin, who even to this day 1 ost 

supre e in the .field of philosophic 1 thought, derived uch 

of his philosophy fro the great Aristotle.

(9} Paul J. Glenn, The Hi story of Philosophy, 76-77

cjxlti.es
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Aristotle livin'* in a pagan age come forth with so e of the

gre test philosophy over thought of by ran,

Aristotle defines the principle of life as 
"the first act of a natural organised potential
ly olive body,0 The first act of a physical body 
is its su starvtial form. That the principle 
of life is the substantial for of the organ*sm

ay be inferred fro two angles; First because 
it is the source of all those vital functions 
the t s pec *F i ca 1 ly char c ter is e the organ ' srs; 
and secondly, bee use on its extinction the 
whole nature of the organise is destroyed and 
its protopl w* ic contents resolved back into 
a lifeless kind of matter. In Aristotle1s de
finition the body is referred to as potentially 
alive, because, until it is informed by a vital 
principle, it is merely capable of life, (10)

It is evident that in Aristotle’s definition of the soul 

wo '*..-'ally find the hole definition of what the soul is. 

Aristotle disagrees in any ways with the Platonic school 

regarding the soul, Aristotle regards the body as something 

good for the soul to be united to and not as a to b as des

cribed by Plato, Aristotle identified woul with wind by 

saying that it possesses understanding or intellect by which 

are for ed ideas, judge ents, and reasoning. For Aristotle the 

soul is one and inextended distinct from the body although 

the for of the body and the end for which the body exists. 

Aristotle recognized in plant end mi al life so e sort of 

a life-principle by which they are animated, They must have 

so e sort of a vit 1 principle in order to give life to the 

body wh;ch ithout this vital principle is dead matter. But 

in doing this Aristotle reco-miaed that the soul of wan was the

TaT Robert Bd'? rd Brennan, C, F, general Psychology, Few
Tor'-', ’The FacldTlan Go pany, 
1937, 65-66



Highest in that at the tire of death, .an’s soul re ained 

de thless while the life principle of plants and lower 

ani als was redvced to atter.

After Aristotle co es the Aristotelians, or the Peripa

tetic school mentioning al ost nothing concerning the problem 

of the soul. Aristoxenos and Dicaearchus, who accepted the 

theory of Aristoxencs held that the soul was not immortal but 

originates in the body as a musical sound.

Hext will be treated some post-Aristotelian schools which 

re the Stemc school, the Epicurean school, the Skeptic school 

nd the Eclectic school. Of these schools, the Stoic school

w s the ost materb listc, This chool rejected any of the .

Aristotelian concepts of philosophy which e ally showed that

philosophy was on the decline. Tie following state ent will

clearly show how aterialistlc the Stoics were.

The human soul is material. The soul is con
ceived as fiery breath diffused throughout the 
body. The soul, be^ng material, is destined to 
destruction. The time, however, t which the 
soul is to be dissolved into the- pri el fire is 
not the mo ent of death, but the end of the 
cos ic period, when all matter is to be de
stroyed by conflagration. (1.1)

The Epicurean school taught th t the world was made by 

chance without any for of design. For- the Epicureans, death

e nt nothing .ore th n just a disinte roti n of the atoms 

which co posed man,

(ll) Wl lld o" ■'"T^j.rner. The Him?tory of Philosophy, 170
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The Epicureans had the following idea of the soult

><a*s soul is rad© of the ore subtle ate sj
it dissolves at death# The soul is the seat
of sensation in ma# Sensation is produced
by e anatlcns of bodies# These e anationa
cor© through the air, affect the senses, and
t- rough the senses enter the reach of the soul# (12)

The Skeptic and the Eclectic schools laid down no 

principles governin • the soul# Next in order is the 

Ho an school of which Clears was the ost important holding 
that the soul is isnortal having cor© free God and destined 

to ©o:oy a ■ ore perfect happiness In the life to co o than 

it new enjoys here on earth*

Kext will be treated two great en in the persona of

Philo the Jew and . lotinus# Philo the dew had the following

to say regarding the souls
The souls of men existed before their i>edies 
as for a in the logos. All wore happy, ssk© 
sinned by a leaning towards sensuality, and 
were put into body-trisons# Ute soul *» the 
body mat wag© continual war with evil tenden
cies# If victorious, the soul goes after 
death to he/ ven and happiness? otherwise it
eves W transmigration into another buraan 

body# $© aonl io punished In a place of tor* 
onto* but the wicked soul live® apart fro:

God and enduros continuous trans igratloa# (13)

The above idea of the soul of Philo had a tendency

to resort to the Pythagorean idea of the soul being io-

prisoned in the body# It Is easy to ae© that Philo had

no idea of hell clng that the soul would not be sent to

a pi c© of tor- ent. Plotinus in his theory regarding the •
soul holds certain Christian beliefs which are mriwmmt

Qj*rfauT~J>Mglerxn,..Ig^ax'
(13) Ibid#, 127
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in the following:

han is a compound of matter and that plastic 
force which is the human soul. The soul is 
immaterial; it existed before its union with 
the body. It survives the body, but is liable 
to be sent back into the bodies of ani als 
according to the degree in which it att ches 
itself to material things during its union 
with the body. The final step of the soul is attained when the One Himself sheds upon the 
soul a special light whereby the soul is 
enabled to see the One. In the splendor of 
that light all apprehension and all conscious
ness disappear; the soul is rapt in ect sy and 
is reunited with the One whence all things 
have emanated. This ect sy is the supreme 
happiness of man. (Ik)

Next will be treated the heretical systems of which 

the Gnostics and the school of Manieheism were the most 

important. The time now has arrived when Jesus Christ 

brought to the world a new religion, and if there was 

ever a time when the soul should be understood, it was now. 

The following was what the Gnostic school had to say about 

the soul*

The spiritual element in man (soul) when 
purified and relieved of the body, will 
dwell in the supernal world with the Aeons 
and the Abyss. There ill be no resurrection 
of the body, for the body is material and 
matter is evil, and nothing evil can enter the 
supernal world, (15)

The Gnostics believed in the immortality of the soul, 

but they could not reconcile themselves with the idea of 

the resurrection of the body. The sect of Lanicheism 

founded by lanes, a Persian has the following to say about 

the soul:
■(‘lk) William IWnerVIE® Histo^L Philosorj^, 20G 
(15) Glenn, Gg. eft., 147
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They distinguished in aaa tw sculs-the soul 
that animates the body, and the soul, of li^ht, 
which Is part of the world-soul, Christ. The 
former Is the creation of the rowers of dark
ness, the latter is an e amt ton fpers light 
Itself* Thus, man’s soul Is a battlefield on 
which light and darkness are at war, as they 
are In the universe. (16)

How will be treated one of the great philosophers of all 

hire in the person of 3t. Augustine who was canonised as a 

Joint and was one of the great Doctors of the tan Catholic 

church* The problem of the soul constituted the most Im

portant place in his philosophical speculations. In such a 
theory as St* Augustine held concernin'- the soul, it is evi

dent that it was Platonic, but as some great an who were to 

follow St* Augustine did, the concept of the soul by the 

pagan philosopher* was greatly improved u' on by 3t. Au

gustine*

The soul is simple, 1 mterial, spiritual.
It is devoid of cuantityt it has no extension 
in space. If the soul were not irratcrial, it 
could not he in all parts, of the body at tno 
saue time. How the soul is in all parts of the 
body at the sar. e time, for wherever an Im
pression Is mde upon the body, the soul per
ceives that Impress lea, and it is not part of 
the soul that perceives, but the whole ego. 
Therefore, the soul is Immaterial. The soul 
1® essentially individual! the notion of a 
universal soul is absurd, dually absurd is 
the doctrine of trans l^mtiont for that which 
is las? at erial cannot enter into co position 
with th:t which is material and irrational.
»•- ortiillty is the only bond of kinship between 
mn and brute, (17)

Hare is a philosopher who is getting away from the idea 

of a universal soul and of a doctrine of trans Irratleo which 

a lot of the earlier philosophers dh-red to.

(17) Ibid., 231
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St. Augustine recognized that the soul was the vital principle 

in man and also that the 3oul in nan is individual. It can 

be truly said that 3t. Augustine set the stage for the great 

philosophers who were to come after him.
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CHAPTER II

Scholastic Philosophy

In the period of philosophy co r.only known as the Scho

lastic period sone of the greatest minds of all time made 

contributions to the great question of the soul. Kankind 

now for centuries had seen formulated many diverse ideas re

garding • .an, Some philosophers had regarded the soul as 

nothing more than a co pound of elements, some had denied 

that the soul was the vital principle in man, and some 

others had formulated more realistic and accurate doctrines 

concerning man. The first philosopher to be considered will 

be John Scotus Erigena, who had the following to say re-
t

garding the soul;

Man has body and soul. Soul and body together 
have the knowing faculty called sensation, a 
single faculty served by five instruments 
commonly called the five senses. To the soul 
alone belongs the faculties of internal sen
sation. The three soul-faculties make up a

i kind of trinity, so that the individual soul
is the inage of the Blessed Trinity. As to 
the future lot of the soul, Erlgena inclines 
to the doctrine that all souls will ultimately 
reach felicity and attain to God, the goal. (1$)

(18)Paul'. J. Glenn. The. Hl.stox^r of'l^iilosophy, 186
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Srlgena sees the five senses as integral parts of the 

soul, and he has the seal divided a that there are diffCer

ent parts of the soul all serving so © specific duty In the 

knowledge of God* Srirons has often been called a realistic

pantheist Ms error being not one of principle but of logic.
«

St. Zmeelr (1033-1109), who had the following to say 

about the soul In his ;:,onqloriw. tried to show that phi

losophy was distinct fro?-: Theology. "In Ms . .quo 1,oglu; 3t. 

Anselm a sorts the spirituality and lit- crtallty of the hu-

a» soul, although, strangely enough, ho does not argue its 

1 ortality fror the £ ct that it is spiritual. Pc eoaclud s 

that the soul is h ortal fro the fact that it is -.ado to 

love God perpetually. (19)

St. Ansel? , as it is evident, dc-s not deal specifi

cally - ith the eueotlon of the union of soul and body but 

rather follows the Pl tonic theory of accidental and non-

substanttal union. It is strange that Anseln does net argue 
■ «♦

the i ’ ortality of the soul fro- fcb® fact that it is spirit-
f

ual. St. Ansels was a religious an with any years of

training in the cloister posaibly accounting for the fact

that he concluded that God gave to Kaa an iasertal soul in

order fctvt ho • ay love God wore intimately and perpetually.
*

The next philosopher to be ed • HMa?

eaux.

U’^FWmn, tj>. cit.» "lW
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In his famous work, De Origins Animas, he says, "Quae duo 

(corpus scilicet et anlma) ita euoda. odo sunt inserts ut 

et corpus per sp'ritu. sensifeearetur, illos cuincue sen- 

sus ha beret, et ani a naturaia corporis ita contraherot ut 

inde senslfic ret, et irasceretur, vel concupiscerot vel 

esuriret. (20)

William of Chanpeaux (1070-1121) teaches that the 

soul is simple nd is directly created by Almighty God, 

but he teaches that the soul and its faculties are identi

fied. William of Cha peaux did not hold to the theory of 

the Traducianists who said that the soul of a child came 

directly fro: the parents.

Peter Abelard (1079-1142), one of the most fiery of

all the edibval philosophers aintained that:

The soul, although in itself simple and 
splr’tual, yet, inasmuch as it is Included 
in the body, is corporeal. For this reason 
Abelard says that all creatures are cor
poreal; the angels, because they are circum
scribed by place, and the hu an soul be
cause it is included In the body. The soul 
is the principle of life; it makes the 
body to be what it is. (21)

Peter Abelard recognized in the soul the vital principle 

of the body by which all the actions and even the life of 

man are deter, ined. He certainly was in error by saying 

that the soul was corporeal because if the eoul was cor

poreal it would not be destined for immortality as any

thing that is corporeal will die,

'(.Jiliiam Turner,Kistory of Philosophy, 2 £l
(21) Ibid., 290
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It seems strange that a man formulating such a clear cut 

description of the soul as to call it the principle which 

i s vital to the life of man could alntain that the soul 

is corporeal.

John of Salisbury (1115-1180, ?eter the Lombard (1102- 

1164, and Alanus of Lille (1128-1202) made more headway 

than other philosophers of the 12th century in psychology. 

They taught that the soul is immortal and spiritual having 

a knowing faculty which they called Sous. They show that 

only a faculty such as the intellect could belong to a 

spiritual substance. They deduce the immortality of the 

soul from its spirituality. They assert that the union of 

body and soul is a good union in that the body is ordained, 

for the good of the soul, but they held to the belief that 

the union of body and soul is not substantial but accidental.

Of the Arabian philosophers, Avicenna (980-103?) wrote 

a treatise on the soul calling the intellect an emanation 

from the Supreme Intelligence and teaching that it is the 

principle by which the potentially intelligible becomes 

actively intelligible to the human mind. According to 

Averroes (1126-1198), another Arabian philosopher the indi

vidual soul is nothing above atter and is corruptible.

Next will be treated the Jewish school of philosophy 

of which hoses haircnldes (1135-1204) was the most im

portant. He had the following to say regarding the soul.
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In treating of the i mortality of the soul, 
he cites passages from the Bible, quotes the 
Greeks, and the Arabians, distinguishes be
tween the soul that is born with us, and the 
intellect which is acquired, and ends by 
asserting that only the souls of the just 
are 1 mortal. (22)

According to tfaimonides, the soul is something that grows 

as the intellect grows. A man who did not advance n wisdom 

with his years would not have as much soul as the an who 

did adv nee in wisdom. By asserting that only the souls of 

the just are immortal, how could Haiaonides determine just 

as to whom i ort llty would be given?

Alexander of Hales (1175-1245) taught that the soul is - 

Itself composed of spiritual matter, although it is the sub

stantial for: of the body. In his psychology, Alexander 

shows traces of the influence of the Augustinian idea of 

the soul and its facilities.

In psychology, Alexander stresses the Inde
pendence of body and soul at the expense of 
man*s composite unity; but he does not teach 
thorough- oing dualism (l.e., mere accidental 
u ion of body and soul). He teaches not only 
the existence of the soul, but also its es
sential properties, its immateriality and 
indivisibility. (23)

By the essential properties of the soul, Alexander of 

Hales eans the division of the powers of the mind into 

ratio which has the external world for object, the Intellectus 

which has the spiritual world for object, and Intelllgentia

( 22)..Turner. 'Cd. ci t.31o ’
(23) Paul J. Glenn, History of Philosophy, 22$
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which has the rationes iternae and first principles for object.

St. Bonaventure (1221-1274) who, unlike Alexander of

Hales, does not draw from Augustin!an psychology, but rather

he draws fro/ the /ysticisja of the Christian Plato.

Bonaventure teaches that the soul, like all 
finite things, is made of matter and form.
The soul Is directly created by God, Al
though it is composed of matter and form.
It has no extension, nor has it parts. The 
natter which is in the soul is not subject 
to change, and hence the soul, both as to 
natter and for is naturally immortal. (24)

St. Bonaventure*s conception of the soul is really what 

the soul is. He concludes that the soul is composed of 

matter and form being directly created by God. Bonaventure 

recognized memory, intelligence, and will as faculties of 

the soul, but he was careful to distinguish them from the 

essence of the soul, Bonaventure recognized the indo- 

structabllity of the soul and taught that the soul has no 

parts which rust make it a simple substance. Bonaventure 

in teaching that the soul had no parts recognized that the 

soul is in all parts of the body and by a part of the body
t

being destroyed, the soul was in no way affected. This 

teaching of St. Bonaventure surely t ught that the soul is

i: mortal because matter can and is destroyed while the soul
-

is and will al /ays be indestructible.

Albert the Groat was best known for his discourses on

scientific material and also for being the teacher of 3t. 

(24) Glenn. Op....clt..... 224
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Thoi as Aruinas, Albert the Great had the folloxd.ng to say 

concerning the soul:

The soul Is an i aterial principle, the fore 
of the body: "ex anime et corpore fit unur 
nature liter et su'hstanti -I1ter,n The intellect 
is a faculty of the soul, independent indeed 
of the body (non affixa org.no), yet receding 
fro the organism the aterial of thought. It 
is not the intellect that is fatime , but the 
organism (votus phant sraatw et discursus 
spiritual which ministers to it, (25)

Albert the Ore1 t recognised in the soul the 'orr of the 

body rising the body its life, for Albert the intellect was 

a faculty of the soul distinct fro the body. The f; ct that 

Albert the Great was a great scientist did not re ove any of 

his ideas concernin'- the 1?wateri11 ty of the soul which he 

h.'>d so brilliantly formulated. Here was a nan he recog

nize that the sou , given by God, was independent of and 

could live on ithout the hi an body. He recognized the 

spirituality of the soul by acknowled ing that it -as not the 

sou’ which bee e fati.wed when the intellect bee e fa-
J*hi

tigued but rather it was the bodily part of the intellect 

• ch bee© e fatigue , -.any en of science before Albert the

Great and any after hi? to this day have refused to recog

nize the soul as the vital principle of the body as their

•is were so 1 bued with the empirical sciences that they 

have been blind to anything that they cannot see. Here is a 

• an ■ "ho combines the spiritual with the aterial and at the 

sa o ti e recognized that it was the s-dritual which was by 

far the rest important.

C^l' Aid'li -w 'Turner, ‘iiie IH'a'tory~"of ' hi losophy, 341
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3t. Thomas of Aquin (1224-1274), the Angelic Doctor,

offered a very co .prehensive view of the soul and all his

re soning points to the same conclusion and that is that man’s

soul is the substantial form of the body. St. Thomas strongly

defended his doctrine that the soul and body are co-principles

of the substantial unit which makes up an.

It is true that the soul is superior to atter, 
that in the highest operations of the mind It 
is intrinsically independent of the body, and 
that it is capable of surviving the body; but 
it is none the less true that there is no oper
ation of the soul, however high, in which the 
body has not its share, .and that, after its 
separation from the body, the soul 5s, as it 
were, in an unnatural state until It is re
united with the body after the resurrection 
of the body. (26)

St. Thomas Aouinas opposes the Idea that the soul is some 

mysterious spirit which has nothing to do with the body for he 

says that a man would not be a complete man unless body and 

soul were united substantially, Without the soul and body 

being united there would be no such thing as emotion because 

a reck does not have a soul, and neither does an angel have 

a body and neither of these two experience emotions. St.
f

Thomas differs greatly from the Platonic school concerning the 

union of body and soul. The Platonic school held that the 

union was an accidental one like one between a rider and his 

horse. St. Thoms held th t everything that ran does he does 

by virtue of his soul.

All the perfections which the body possesses come about 

by virtue of the soul. Ian Is a hum being but possessed of 

(26) Turner. Op. cit.. 3$7
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the perfections of plants. The rationality of man places him

above the animals and the vegetable life because he can think,

reason, and will, but man’s soul has also all the powers that

belong to the animal and plant life. He feels, hears, and moves

about in co on with the beasts, and he grows and reproduces in

co. mon with the vegetable life.

To give a simple example from mathematics; a 
pentagon is a five-sided figure. Yet, by 
hitching together any two corners of it with 
a line, we are aware at once that it is also, 
virtually, a four-sided figure and a three- 
sided figure. So with the human soul. It is 
a rational thing in the strict or formal sense, 
because reason is its highest excellence, and 
we always name a thing formally by what is 
most perfect in it. (2*7)

For St. Thomas the soul is one, inaxtended, and immaterial 

being present in every part of the body and losing nothing i-f 

some part of the body was to be destroyed. As far as St.

Thomas is concerned the rational soul of an is the one sub

stantial form in man. What happens to the body when the soul 

leaves it? The body is then reduced to a state of decay which 

will e entually turn into dust, and here St. Thomas differs 

from the Augustinian school of thought which held that the soul 

upon leaving the body is a complete being, but for St. Thomas 

there is no co plete being except the man who is composed of 

body and soul.

St. Thomas taught that the soul of an can go on existing

after the death of the body, but the body is unable to exist

when the soul leaves it and conseeuently breaks down and

(2?) Robert Edward ^3reniian,’ 0."T., The I age of His Jaker, I i 1 - 
wdukedt The Bruce Publishing 
Company, 194$, 54
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crumples into dust. So then it must be the soul that gives life 

to the body while the body is a living organism. The body is not 

able to exist per se, but the soul can, and anything that can 

exist per se can be called a substance.

He is insistent on teaching that the complete man needs

both body and soul to be a co plete man. In his teaching on the

resurrection of the body united to the soul on the last day, St.

Thomas points out th t the body would rise some day and be

joined again to the soul, so that united they both can enjoy

the good or suffer for the bad they did while united upon earth.

Man’s end is to rest in the e brace of his 
Maker. This reward for the good life he has 
led on earth is to include his body as v?ell as 
his soul. For the body of an is the natural 
companion of his soul, and if the soul’s desti
ny is to share in the glory of God, then the 
body also will be united again with the spirit 
that cuickene.d it In this life, so as to enjoy, 
with the soul, the beauty and goodness of the 
Author of botn. (2$)

Man being but a link in the great array of beings from

atoms to angels is placed midway between pure natter and pure

spirit. Fro the viewpoint of eternal wisdom, the body should

share existence once more with the soul.

The i mortality of the soul follows from its 
immateriality. The soul is immaterial; there
fore it is naturally incorruptible. A compound 
is subject to corruption per se by the loss of 
the form which gives if being, while a form, 
although Incorruptible per se, -ay be cor
ruptible per accidens; that is to say, it is 
liable to destruction if it is merely that by 
which the compound % and it has no being in
dependently of the compound. How the soul is

( ) Srennan, Or.ci t.. 320
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a for and Is not corruptible per sej it is 
a form independent of the body. Therefore 
neither per se nor per accidens is the soul 
subject to correction. (29)

f*-
St. Thomas argues for the immortality of the soul from an 

internal and external point of view. From the internal point 

of view 3t. Thomas argues that what is unbreakable cannot be 

broken down. For instance if one were to separate the sodium 

in salt from the chlorine in it, he would not have salt any

more but just the ele ent3 of sodium and chlorine. But being 

that the soul has no matter or ouantity in it, how could it 

be severed or split in two? The soul has no parts outside of 

parts and therefore could not be dis embered. The soul would 

vanish into nothingness if it could not live without the body, 

and the body was sent to the grave. The soul does its thinking 

independent of the body. The body nor the senses have any cart 

in the thinking process of man. Shen man thinks, he is using 

the soul, so if by thinking man does not need the body then

the soul does not need the body to exist so if the soul does
/

not need the body to exist, the 3oul must and does go on 

existing without the body.

God could withdraw from the human soul His all-sustaining 

hand the same way that He could of everything that exists, but 

being that God made the human soul to live forever and then to 

deprive it of its natural endowment would go against all that 

we know of the goodness and wisdom of God. What a wonderful 

(29) William Turner. IH"story o>A Tr ilosophy. 360-61
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concept of the soul was held by the great philosopher, St. 

Thomas, Kan was finally given a place above his fellow animals 

being distinguished by an immortal soul by which on earth he 

would be able to will, reason, and to live so that man could 

know that at the end of his life he would not be reduced to 

dust for all eternity, but that on the last day his soul 

would be reunited to his body to give everlasting glory to its 

author, God.

r*• **

f

r
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CONCLUSION

Kan has ever been interested In the soul. The period from 

the acme of Pythagoras in the 6th century B, C. to St. Thomas 

Aquinas of the 13th century A. 0. is a long period of time, to 

say nothing of the stretch of time which takes us back to Ori

ental philosophy reaching as far back as 3$00 B. C. An ex

amination of man’s efforts to Investigate the soul has been 

interesting, tfe have picked out certain items from the history 

of thought and devoted most of our attention to the philosophy 

of St, Thomas Aquinas, the great synthesiser of reasons best 

and the genius who could profit most from the extrinsic guid

ance of revelation.

We hope that the reader will see how much even reason has 

to say concerning man.

X
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